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Historical Overview of Panel-Making Techniques
in the Northern Countries

Jorgclt Wadllm

T
HROUGH MANUSCRIPTS, as wen as through documentation and
research in conservation studios, the methods lIsed by old m~ster

panel makers to manufacture panels used as paiming supports have
become much clearer. The guild rules that have been preserved are also an
important source of information to the extent that they mention paints
applicable to the joiners or panel makers (Miedema 1980).'

In Antwerp. the earliest documents from the guild of Saint Luke
date to the last quarter of the fourteenth century. with the first regulations
dated 1442 (Van Der Straelen 1855). The guild comprised not only painters
but many members of the various crafts related to art production. includ
ing lace makers, instrument makers. and panel makers (Miedema 1980;
Rombouts and Van Lerius 1864-76).2Joiners were not members of the
guild of Saint Luke in Antwerp, but panel makers were. Both groups
made panels, bur for different purposes. The sculptors had the specialized
bakmakt'TS (box makers) make boxes and panels for their retables; however,
joiners were also allowed to make panels. When the production of altars
began to slow down in the sixteenth century. the box makers began mak
ing panels on a larger scale. Thus. the box makers actually became the new
generation of panel makers. During the seventeenth century. when canvas
became the preferred s\lpport for paintings and the demand for panels
decreased. panel making again shifted. this time to the frame makers.
During the same time period. frames developed increasingly sophisticated
profiles and elaborate carvings. a development that demanded a separate
association of frame makers (van Thiel and de Bruijn Kops 1995). Aside
from producing frames. these frame makers continued making panels for
painters who preferred this rigid support.

In Germany quality control had already been introduced in the
late Gothic period. In Munich the regulations of 1424 $tated that four
representatives from the guild of cabinetmakers were to control all panels
made by feHow cabinet and panel makers (Hellweg 1924). Any irregulari
ties were to be reported to the head of the guild. and the panel maker was
to be punished accordingly.

However. as the guild rules and the relationships among the
different crafts varied from town to town. a comparison is difficult
(Verougstraete-Marcq and Van Schoute 1989; Dunkerton et al. 1991).
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Species of Wood
The artists would often use wood native to their region. Albrecht DUrer
(1471-1528), for example, painted on poplar when he was in Venice and on
oak when in the Netherlands and southern Germany. Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519) used oak for his paintings in France (Nicolaus 1986): Hans
Baldung (1484/5-1545) and Hans Holbein (1497/8-1543) used oak while
working in southern Germany and England, respectively (Fletcher and
Cholmollddey Tapper 1983). In dlt~ MiuUle Ages, spruce and lime were
used in the Upper Rhine and often in Ravaria. Outside of the Rhineland,
softwood (such as pinewood) was mainly used. A group of twenty
Norwegian altar £rontals ftom the Gothic period (1250-1350) were exam
ined, and it was found that fourteen were made of fir, two of oak, and
four of pine (Kaland 1982). Large altars made in Denmark during the
fifteenth century used oak for the figures as well as for the painted wing
panels (Skov and Thomsen 1982).

Lime was popular with Albrecht Altdorfer (ca. 1480-1538), Baldung
Grien, Christoph Amberger (d. 156Z), Durer, and Lucas Cranach the Elder
(1472-1553). Cranach often used beech wood-an unusual choice. In north
ern Europe, poplar is very rarely found, but walnut and chestnut are not
uncommon. In the northeast and south, coniferous trees such as spruce,
fir, and pine have been used (Klein 1989). Fir wood Is shown ro have been
lIsed in the Upper and Middle Rhine. Augsburg, Nuremberg, and Saxony.
Pinewood was used mainly in Tirol and beech wood only in Sachen.

In general, oak was the most common substrate used for panel
making in the Low Countries (Peres 1988), northern Germany, and the
Rhineland around Cologne.

In France, until the seventeenth century, most panels were made
from oak, although a few made of walnut and poplar have been found.

The oak favored as a support by the painters of the northern
school was, however, not always of local origin. In the seventeenth cen·
tury about four thousand full-grown oak trees were needed to build a
medium-sized merchant ship; thus, imported wood was necessary
(Olechnowitz 1960). In recent years dendrochronological studies have
traced the enormous exportation of oak from the Baltic region to the
Hansa towns. This exportation lasted from the Middle Ages until the end

of the Thirty Years War (Klein 1989). Oak coming from Konigsberg (as
well as Gdansk) was, therefore, often referred to as Coninbergh tienvoethout
(10-ft., or 280 em, planks) (Fig. 1) (Sosson 1977; Wazny 1992; Bonde 1992).
The longest plOlnks available on the market (12 ft., or 340 cm) were used by
Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) for his Elevation of the Cross in the Antwerp
Cathedral (Verougstraete·Marcq and Van Schome 1989; D'Hulst et al.
1992; Verhoeff 1983V Karel van Mander (1548-1606) was aware that oak
was being imported by ship from the North Sea, although he thought it
came from Norway.4 The ships did come to the Netherlands from the
north, after passing the Sound, the strait that now divides Denmark from
Sweden, on their way from the Baltic. However, the Sound-dues records
show that in 1565, 1:15% of the ships carrying wainscots set out from
Gdansk (Wazny and Eckstein 1987).

In the last decade of the seventeenth century, Wilhelmus Beurs, a
Dutch writer on painting techniques, considered oak to be the most useful
wooden substrate on which to paint. Beurs reported that not all wood is
favorable for panels, "and what was used by the old masters who had very
durable panels, then we today can say. so much seems to be known, that
we can use good oak wood" (Beurs 1692). If possible, smaller paintings
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FigUTt I
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should be of only a single plank free from sapwood. The rext of Beurs
implicitly suggests that the use of other wood species would probably have
been experimental in nature.

This recommendation for using oak is in accordance with prac·
tice. However, exceptions arc seen rather eady in the seventeenth centulY
sometimes walnut. pearwood, cedarwood, or Indian wood were used
instead. Mahogany was already in use by a number of painters during
the first decades of the seventeenth century and was used often in the
Netherlands in the nineteenth century. Even so, when canvas or copper
was not used, the main oeuvre of the northern school was painted on
oak panels.

Quality of Wood
The quality of an oak panel can be seen from its grain. If the medullary
rays in an oak panel are visible, the quality should be good. because this
shows that the plank was radially split or cut out of the tree trunk (Fig. 2).

The density of the wood is also important to the quality. Before 1630-40

Lhe year rings (whuse [urmaLiun tkpends un age, physical location, and
climatological factors) arl'. often found to be narrower than those of oak
trees available after this date. S

In the sixteenth century sapwood is rarely seen on panels, but in
the seventeenth century a narrow edge of it is often recognized on one
side-in violation of guild rules that threatened a fine for the use of sap
wood (Van Der Straelen 1855). However, as panels inspected by the guild
kellrmeesters (assay masters I inspectors) also show faults in the wood, this
may well be a consequence of the higher price of wood during the politi·
cally turbulent years in the beginning of the seventeenth century; or
perhaps there was such a high demand for panels that less control was
exercised over their production.
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Figure 2

M~dullary uys 011 :j nlili..ny :.:pliL Olnd CUt

plank. Royal Danish Collection, Rosenberg

Palace. Copenhagen.

Tools

Figure 3

The Mondring. an area of sapwood in the

middle of a plank. Royal Danish Collection,

Rosenborjl; Palace, Copenhal/;en.

Sometimes oak shows the signs of insect attack in a light area in
the middle of a plank. This light part of the wood is called a Mondring, 6

and it consists of sapwood lhal has nut transformed Itself intO hardwood.
This phenomenon is due to an incomplete enzymatic reaction in the wood
tissue, usually caused by strong frost (Fig. 3).

Splitting the timber was the usual method for obtaining radial planks of
good quality, and this procedure was used by Dutch and German artisans
until the sixteenth century, when the sawmill became standard for cutting
large planks (Tangeberg 1986). The saw, which was known in classical
times but forgotten until rediscovery in the fourteenth century, was mainly
used from the fifteenth century onward. Later the wood was further
treated with axes and scraping irons. The wood plane was also known to
the Romans, but planing of panels did not become common until the four
teemh cenlury (Fig. 4).

Tn some cases a wedge-shaped plank would be used directly; in

other cases, it would be planed down. The planing would often be per-

5\
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FigUTt 4

Gillis Mostaert, A Landscape with Ch rise Healing

Ihe Blind Man, ca. 1610. Oil on panel, 35.5 x

53 em. Woodworkers cutting trunks with

different types of saws. To the right, planks

are: stacked for seasoning.

Fig"" j<l-d

Tuolrnark..s un lhe: bilck:> uf panels: (a) Artcr

joining, the panel has been partially thinned

by a roughening plane. The untreated ar~aS in

the lowe. tight allJ UPi-'CI lIlidJ.lt: )1Iuw tlle

surface created when the wood was split into

planks. (b) Three planks, all showing saw

marks [rum a hamlhdu saw, giving lhe: surfillcc::

a slightly (here, horizontally) wavy surface;

thicker parts were planed down with a nar·

rower roughening plane. (c) First a broad

plane, with two dents in the blade dearly

visible on the wood, and later a narrow plane

were used [Q thin the planks down; remaIns

of the saw marks are still visible in the c"nter.

(d) Three planks having been treated trans

vcr~c:ly tU the grain. aftcr having been prcvj.

ously treated as in Fig. 5c.

formed after the gluing of the separate planks (Fig. 5a). Plane marks cross
ing the joins were very common in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
planks. Tools used for this work were planes, scrapers, and, in rare
instances, small axes (Marette 1961).

The toolmarks on the backs of panels constructed of multiple
planks do not always reveal the same treatment. One plank, for instance.
might show saw marks, where other planks on the same panel show either
the use of a plane or an ax (Fig. 5b-d). The plane would often have a dent
in the blade that created a ridge. These ridges have. in some instances,
established that the same plane was used on different panels, which then

a

b c d
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Panel Construction

Fig." 6
The rradition:ll merhod of joining plank~

would be like against like: sapwood against

sapwood, or heartWood against hearrwood.

could be attributed to the same panel maker (Christie and Wadum 1992;
Wadum 1988). Tools for carpentry dating from the seventeenth century
are not particularly rare, but Skokloster Castle in Sweden houses more
than two hundred planes, axes, and gouges produced in Amsterdam
around 1664; they are in excellent condition (Knutsson and Kylsberg 1985).

The guild rules emphasized that the wood used in the construction of
panels should be well seasoned. Seasoning the wood is very important for
its stability. Wood shrinks during drying, and it may warp or show diago
nal distortions if seasoning is nOl compleled befure the lhinner plank.s are
made ready for joining.

Based on dendrochronological studies, we have been able to esti·
mate that the seasoning period in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
was apprOXimately rwo to five years, whereas it was eight to ten years in
the fifteenth century (Fletcher 198~; Klein et a1. 1987). The regulations
of the Antwerp guild of Saint Luke were very specific about manufacture
of panels for altars. wings, and smaller paintings. In 1470 a set of standards
was issued stating that all altar cases and panels should be made of dry
wagcltschot7 and that no painter was allowed to paint on either sculpture
or panel if the wood was not dry (Van Oer Straelen 1855).8

Gothic altar frontals in Norway were, on average, approximately
20 mm thick. The planks were aligned (but not glued) in the join by
wouden dowels· 100-150 mm long and 10-15 rnm thick. The joins of the
planks were secured by parchment or canvas strips before a relatively thick
(1-4 mm) ground was applied (Kaland 1982).

When more oak planks were joined together to form a large
panel, planks could vary in width, although they were usually 1.5-Z9 cm
wide. The panels were usually 8-30 mm thick. Panels from the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries tend to be thicker than those from the seventeenth
century (Nicolaus 1986).

Planks of varying thickness were joined and then planed. In other
cases, the backs were left uneven.

Traditionally. when two or more planks were glued together.
hearrwood was joined with hearrwood, and sapwood with sapwood (Klein
1984). The planks were usually joined in such a way that the heartwood
was on the outer edges. '0 Smaller panels consisting of twO planks glued
together somerimes show rhe rem<lins of the lighter colored sapwood in

the center of the panel (Fig. 6). This arrangement may have created prob·
lems because the remains of the weaker sapwood could cause joins to
break open, and the softer sapwood would anract insects, whose infesta
tion would be further stimulated by the animal glue used for the join.

Planks were joined in various ways (Fig. 7a-h). The majol'ity of
planks were butt·joined (Fig. 7a). Some planks would have the rwo edges
roughened to make a better tooth to receive the animal glue (Fig. 7b),u
Butterfly, or double·dovetail, keys and dowels were commonly applied for
reinforcement. In the Middle Ages. the panels were glued and further rein
forced with bunerfly keys (Fig. 7c). If butterfly keys were used, they were
placed mainly on the front of the panel, and with time they often began to
show through the paint layer (Fig. 8). Bunerfly keys on the backs of panels
were usually later additions. As panels became thinner toward the end of
the sixteenth century, dowels r,eplaced the butterfly keys for stabilizing and
aligning the joins during glUing (Fig. 7d). On X radiographs the dowels
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a b c

and dowel holes can easily be trarr.d, rr.vp~ling the differences in method
between one panel maker and another (Wadum 1987). In small panels
(48 x 63 em) consisting of two planks. two dowels would normally be
placed in the join. whereas larger panels (75 x liD cm) made of three
planks would have three dowels in each join. Smaller panels (50 x 60 cm)
made for portraits were sometimes composed of three planks-the middle
one wide and the two at the edges much narrower-so that there would
be no join down the middle of the panel that might run through the
subject's face.

Lip joins and tongue-and-groove joins do occur in some instances:
the wedge-shaped joins are rarer (Fig. 7e-g). Additions on a panel made by
Michiel Vrient for Peter Paul Rubens show a refined Z-shaped chamfered
join (Figs. 7h. 9). This typt: uf juin was used to make a large overlap for
better adhesion when thr. gr~in of the added plank ran transversely in

d

flgur< 7a-II

Different tYpes of joinery of planks: (a) butt

join, (b) butt join wjth previous roughening of

the surface for better adhesion, (c) butt join

reinforced with butterfly keys on the from.

(d) butt join aligned with dowels, (e) lip join,

(f) tongue-and-groove Join, (g) wedge-shaped

join, (h) Z-shaped chamfered join (mainly

used where planks wirh transverse grain aT!:

assembled).

e

9 h

64-

Figure 8

Maarten van Heemskerck, The Rtsurrcction of

Cllrist, ca. 1550. Detail. Oil on panel, 172 x

131 em. Depa.rtment of Conservation, Statcns

Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen. Original

butterfly keys on the front of a panel (see

rig. 7c) show through rhe pain I layer.
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rigu" 9

Peler Paul Rubens. PortraIt of HeleM Fowrnllmt,

ca. 16H. Oil on panel. 98 X 76 em.

Conservalion Department, Royal PielUlt

Gallery MaUrllShuis, The Hague. AJom

between two planks assembled with a

Z·shaped chamfered overlap (see Fig. 7h)

for better interlocking of the join between

planks with "ansverse grain.

Figwr< 10

Lucas Cranaeh the Younger, Portrait of a

Man wirh a Red Beard, 1543. Reverse. Oil on

panel. 64 X 48 em. Royal Picture Callery

Mauritshuis, The Hague. Two joins reinforced

with horse or cow hair.

relation to the first piece. ll The panel maker was obviously aware that
the joining of boards with the grain running perpendicular to each other
would cause instability-something the conservation history of the panels
confirms only too wellY

The south German Benedictine munk Theuphilus (ca. 1100)

describes the process of making panels for altars and wings (Theophilus
1979). 14 The individual pieces for altar and door panels are first carefully
matched with the shaping tool that is also used by cask and barrel makers.
The pieces are then affixed with casein. Once the joined panels are dry,
Theophilus writes, they adhere together so well that they cannot be sepa
rated by dampness or heat. Afterward the panels should be smoothed with
a planing tool such as a drawknife. 1\ Panels, doors, and shields should be
shaved until they are completely smooth. Then they should be covered
with the hide of a horse, an ass, ar a cow (rig. 10).16 On some altar framals
in Norway, several of the cracks in the wood of the panel were filled with
parchment prior to application of the ground (Wichstt0m 1982).17

If the panel maker lacked hide, panels might be covered with a
new medium-weight cloth, wilh glue maue frum hille amI slaghurns

(Cennini 1971 :chap. 19).18
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The method of applying linen to the panels was also used by
panel makers of the northern countries, as in a large (28 m2) painted fir
wood lectern (1250-1300) in Torpo, Norway, in which lhe joins were
glued and covered with canvas prior to thl' application of size and ground
(Brrenne 1982).

In Germany canvas was also applied to panels. The Adoration of
the Magi by SIefan Lochner (active 1442-51) in the cathedral of Cologne
has two wings and a main panel made of oak wood (Schultze.Senger
1988). The butt ends of the single planks (2.5 cm thick) have been glued
together (Verougstraete-Marcq and Van Schoute 1989). The completed
panels-on what was to become the inside of the wings and the front of
the middle panel-were then completely covered with canvas. In 1568

Vasari described this method in some detail (Berger 1901 :26).19 A rather
thick (1.5 mm or more) ground was used, which became somewhat thin
ner on the outside of the wings. Applying ground and paint on both sides
of the wings nalurally reduced movement in the wood.

The joins, knots, and rl'SinOl1s ;u:eas of softwood panels were con·
tinuously covered with strips of canvas. In the fifteenth century Danish
cabinetmakers used the same procedure-joins and knots were covered
with pieces of coarse canvas before Sizing with a strong glue (Skov and
Thomsen 1982).

The method of securing joins by applying parchment and gluing
horse or cow hair transversely to the join, while used mainly in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, also continued in the first quarter
of the seventeenth century (Sonnenburg and Preusser 1979). The use uf
canvas as a reinforcing material for panels is documented into the sl'ven
teenth century.20

The Last]udgment by Lucas van Leyden (1494-1533) was painted
around 1526-27. The triptych consists of a center panel, ,¥ith an unpainted
back, and two wings, which are painted on both sides. All three panels are
constructed of vertical oak planks glued flush and secured with wooden
dowels placed at regular intervals (Pig. 11). The back of the center panel
shows planks worked rather roughly with a curved spokeshave. The panels

FigUT< 11 '!
CUl1struLliun vf it. lriply~h frum "he firs[

quarter of the sixteemh century. Lucas van

Leyden, Tlu IAstJudgmrllt, 1525-27. Oil on I
panel. 300.5 x 434.5' un (upt:u)~ Muuidpal '

Museum "De Lakenhal," Leiden. I;

t
~1
.,

~ :I
'!l
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Figure 12a (right), b (opposite page)

ConSLrUClion uf the pillle1 used by Peter Paul

Rubens for The Watering Place, ca. 1620. Oil

on panel, 99.4 x 135 em. National Gallery,

London. The sequ<:nce of .u<1eu I'l.uks (a) is

indicated by the numbering, and the direction

of the grain is indicated by the arrows. The

joins art: all bUll juitl~. C.l.ccpt for the join of

plank 10, the only plank with vertically ori·

ented grain. Here the planks are assembled

wI'h the Z-shaped chamfered join (sec Fil;. 711).

The fron' of the painting (b) is also shown.

were not glued but instead were fitted into a groove in the frames. The
center panel has a rabbet around the edge on the back that enhances the
join with the frame. Four horizontal battens, all fastened with wooden

pins, hold the center panel in place in the frame.
Although the altar was made in Leiden, it appears that the

Antwerp regulations were applicable to its construction. The rule for
AntweJ:p altars more than Z m high required the back to be secured by

transverse battens-one at the neck, with more behind the main corpus
(Van Der Straelen 1855).21 The whole construction would have its original
greenish gray paint layer (probably original) on the back. Analysis has
revealed lead white and carbon black in an oleaginous binding medium.
Translucent particles (glue) were also present. It can be seen that frames

and panels were all grounded in one sequence. A burr is visible along the
edges of the panels, where they have been shrinking slightly (Hermesdorf
et al. 1979).

Some of Rubens's panels present a particular problem: that of
enlargement with odd planks on more than one side (Sonnenburg and
Preusser 1979). Sometimes the grain of these additional planks ran per
pendicular to the grain of the other planks, making the composite panels
especially vulm:rable LO flucLuating environmental conditions (Brown,
Reeve, ,md Wyld 19R2). Tn Tile Watoeling Place by Rubens, the grain of ten
out of eleven planks runs horizontally. The construction of the panel
cook place in four successive stages, starting from a standard-sized panel
of 35.9 x 56.7 em (Fig. lza, b). This panel was extended with additions of
oak planks all having the same grain orientation, except for the final plank

on the right side, which has a vertical grain. It was likely not possible to
find a plank with a horizontal grain of the same height as the panels
(approximately 1 m) (Brown 1996). The joins between the planks are butt

9 <t-----1>

6 <f-----1>

~ !
<t-l> <{---t> <l---i>

<l----£>

2 1 4 7 10

5 <t---t> I
8 <f---1>

- -
11

a

57
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b

joins, except for that of the large vertical plank, which has a chamfered
3-5 em overlap.22 Such additions were often done by professionals
(Kombouts and Van Lerius 1864-76)." On X radiographs these additions
appear to have been made after Rubens began his composition (PolI

Fromrne1, Renger, and Schmidt 1993)-toolmarks beneath the latest paint
layer are observed (S~nnenburgand Preusser 1979).

In the northern Netherlands we see that Rembrandt's panels from

the Lciden period are all on oak. The grain always runs parallel to the
length of the panels. and joins are always butt joins (van de Wetering

1986). The panel makers in Leiden belonged to the joiners and cabinet·

makers guild but are not mentioned in the guild regulations until 1627. At
that time the joiners and cabinetmakers requested that the Leiden guild

specify them as the producers of these panels. This request was made

because a certain woodturner-not a guild member-was making and sell
ing panels, and the joiners wanted him stopped (van de Wetering 1986).

The tradition of the Netherlandish school of the seventeenth cen

tury was applied to the Prench methods of the eighteenth century (Berger

1901:416). Studies of English panels show that up to about 1540, many
are of crude workmanship and often have uneven joins (Fletcher 1984).
However, in 1692 Marshall Smith recommended the use of old wainscot
for panels because it was less likdy LO warp (Talky 1981).
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Standard Sizes

Frames

Smaller panels used for easel painting were often made in standard sizes.
By the fifteenth cetltury. altars had already been standardized (Jacobs
1989). and in the late ~iJCteenth century. standardization was then further
applied to panels made for use as painting supports (Bruijn 1979). Natu
rally. this standardization also became the rule for canvases (van de
Wetering 1986).

The use of standard sizes for panels has been questioned
(Miedema 1981); however. it has become clear that this was indeed the
case for dozijn panels-made by the dozen (Van Damme 1990). The term
has erroneously been understood by some as an evaluation of the artistic
quality: it was thought that paintings on dozijn panels were made by

mediocre painters for trade on the year markets (Floerke 1905).
The standard sizes may also have varied between towns rather

than between individual panel makers.~·The inventory made after the
death of Frans Francken I in 1616 records nineteen tronit-sized (portrait)
panels and forry-nine smaller. stooter-sized (a designation referring to a
seventeenth-century coin) panels in one of his rooms (Duverger 1984). The
fact that the standard sizes were also evident in the north is shown in the
inventory of Jan Miense Molenaer (1610-68), which indicates that he had
twenty-six single-plank panels of one size and thirty-two of a slightly larger
size (van de Wetering 1986). Standard sizes are still commonly available for
painters-nowadays they are called landscape. marine. or portrait sizes.

Frans Hals (1589-1666) also used standard-sized panels for many
of his portraits. Hals bought panels made by members uf the joiners guild
in Haarlem; almost all his panels con~ist of a singlp. plank (Groen and
Hendriks 1989).

[n prints or paintings depicting a painter's atelier. frames for temporary
use are often seen on the short sides (perpendicular to the grain) of a
panel (Fig. 13). On panels from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, at
the sides of the panel. one can see a small tongue that would fit inco the
grooves of such a temporary frame.

Panels from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were con
structed with a fixed frame. The ground was applied at the same time
to the frame and the panel, the two forming an inseparable ensemble
(Dunkerton et al. 1991). If the temporary frame that was originally fixed
at the shorr end of a panel or the full frame were removed, one would find
a small beard of ground indicating the former presence of a fixed frame
(Fig. 14a-d).

Frames in Antwerp were also made of beech wood-but only
inner frames, in accordance with guild regulations. Additionally, for altar
panels or other large works. the panel makers were never to use beech
wood, only oak.25 Original frames from the early seventeenth century are
rare, but in Rosenborg Castle. Copenhagen. more than fifty are still pre
served (Wadum 1988).

Beveling at the edges of a panel. often down to a few mi1limeter~,

makes it thinner and therefore easier to mount in a frame. If a panel has
been reduced in size, part or all of such beveling has been removed. On
small single-plank panels. however, beveling may be visible only on three
sides, because when a plank is split out of a tree trunk, a wedge shape
is automatically formed. so that beveling at the pointed edge is often
unnecessary.
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Fig"" 13

M::t~t't~n V~I"\ H~ems1cerck. Sa;", Lulu P",",i"g
rIte Virgin and Child, ca. I550. Oil on panel,

205.5 x 143.5 em. Musee des Beaux·Arts

(inv. 301), R.t:nn~s. A narrow.grooved fr:am4!!!

mounted at the end grain prevents the small

panel from warping.

Fig"" J4a-d

Differenr methods of framing: (aJ a panel and

frame in one piece, (b) the fram~ is mounted

on fronr of 'he panel wi'h dowels, (c) 'he

panel is inserted as • tongue in the groove of

the frome and is often secured by wcdgc

shaped blocks mounted with glne, (d) the

panel is mounted in the rabbet of 'he fume

and held wi'h n.il>.

Among the hundreds of items found in the inventory made after

the death of the widow of panel and frame maker Hans van Haecht
(1557-1621) are thirty-six eight·stuijvers·sized (another seventeenth
century coin) double frames in a storage room, sixty-eight more of the
same size in the attic, and two dozen small ebony frames (Duverger 1987;

Van Roey 1968).

Members of the various disciplines within the guild of Saint Luke
manufactured articles such as frames that would fit the standard panels
(Wadultt 1988; van Thid am.! ut: Bruijn Kups 1995),>6 Standard framt:s wt:rt:
also construC"tl'd with :t groove in which the beveled edge would fit-a
method that originated with the large altar panels. The beveled edges,
often varying slightly in thickness, were kept tight in the frame by means
of wedges (sometimes secured by glue) placed at regular intervals on the
back (Figs 14c, 15). Frames were also made with a rabbet so panels could

a c d
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Figure I J

... panel framed in Amwerp in 1620, with the

method shown in Fig. 14c. The double frame

consists of a narrOw beech wood frame that

is itself fitted into an oak frame: the tongue·

and-groove pnnClple IS followed throughout.

Royal Danish Collection, Rosenborg Palace.

Copenhagen.

Marks

Figure 17

Maarten de Vas, Mos... Showing the Tabla of

Law {(1 'lit: l.Hudil(~# 1'74-7'. &vel"sc. Oil 011

panel, 153 x 237.5 cm. Conservation Depart

ment, Royal Picrure Gallery Mauritshuis, The

Hague. Gouge monks nuue by Balli,,: lUfnuer

jacks can be seen.

Fill""' /6

A panel framed in Antwerp in 1620, with the

method shown in l'ig. 14d. Beech wood has

been used for the narrow frame; all is

mounted in rabbets and held in place by hand

made iron nails. Royal Danish Collection,

Rosenborg Palace. Copenhagen.

be mounted with iron nails, an easy method of framing, as the frame

itself could be assembled before the panel was fined into it (Figs. 14d, 16)
(Wadum 1988; Verougstraete-Marcq and Van Schoute 1989).

Mainly on the back of Brabant panels, one can sometimes see lines cut
with a gouge that cross one another, creating a pattern of complicated
marks. It is interesting to note that these marks do not continue across
joins between two planks. It has been suggested that the marks may have

been made by timber tradesmen or made as a sort of quality mark for
wood in stock (Marijnissen and Michalski 1960). It was also most convinc
ingly suggested that the large planks may have been marked by the lum
berjacks in the Baltic area (Glatigny 1993)_ The planks with such marks
never have saw marks-a phenomenon showing that the planks were all

split from tree trunks.
All the panels with longitudinal cut marks, found in ahars or on

panel paintings, seem to have been made between the end of the fifteenth
cenmry and the last quarter of the sixteenth century (Fig. 17). Most of
the panels with these marks were used by painters in Brabant. Antwerp,
Bruges, Brussels, or Louvain; however, a number of north German altars
also have these cut marks (Tangeberg 1986). Such cut marks are to be
expected on panels useu in utllt:r rt=giuns in nurthern Europe, if the wood
originated in the Haiti. area whf>rf' it was marked before shipment to the

Hansa towns for further manufacturing.
In the early seventeenth century, when an Antwerp panel or frame

maker had a large number of panels ready in his workshop, he would call
for the dean, who would then pay a visit to the panel maker and check the

quality of his panels (Fig. 18). If, however, the panel maker had only a few

~(
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Figure 18

David Ryckaert 11 (I )~b-164:l),A Painter's

A«/itT. Oil on pand, 74 x 108 em. Mu~e des

Beaux·ArtS, Oijon. The Antwetp branding

mark (upside down) appears on the reverse of

th e small panelleaninR aRainst the back wall.

Fig"T< 19a-b

The nnlC: pand boilCk photographed ill 1I01llUl

(a) and in UV·fluorescent (b) light. The UV·

fluorescent light r.eveals the panel maket·.

check mi1rk,~ the number of lhc panel and

frame (no. 68), and the personal mark (GA in

ligature), just below the join and as a frag.

ment On the !C'ft $ide of the: frame. The

identification of the panel maket, Guilliam

Aertsse n, and his different inscriptions are

made: vi.sible: only by UV·f1uo(cs(cm:e phOLOS'

raphy. Royal Danish Collection, Rosenberg

Palace, Copenhagen.

panels he wanted to have branded, he would take them to the dean him
self for approval (Van Damme 1990). This procedure was required before
the pallds wt:re gruundt:d.

If rhp. p~np.ls had no worms, rot, or sapwood, they were accepted

and branded with the hands and castle, the Antwerp coat of arms (Van
Damme 1990; Wadum 1997). If, however, any faults in the wood were
observed, it was the dean's duty to break the defective panel without any
intervention from the p:mel maker or assistant (Van Damme 1990). (There
are, nevertheless, numerous examples of approved panels that did have
faults.) After approval and branding of the panels, the panel maker would
stamp his own personal mark into the wood (Van Damme 1990). It
appears that not all panel makers' marks were stamped into the wood;
some were also written in red chalk directly on the board. These inscrip
tions are often overlooked. Yet they can be seen when the backs of panels
are viewed in ultraviolet light (Fig. 19a, b) (Wadum 1990).

a b
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FigwTt 10

X radiograph of frans Francken 11. Salo""

with th, H,ad of Saint]ohn tn. Baptist, ca. 1625.

Detail. Oil on panel. 50_5 X 65 em.

Department of Conservation. Statens

Museum for Kunst (inv. 4457). CopenhaRen.

Two hands from the Antwerp branding iron

show up whi teo as their impression is tilled

with a ground containing lead wh ite.

Bl'allding of panels generally rook place before the ground was
applied. This can be illustrated in two particular incidents, where in both
cases the ground for one reason or another was applied on the same side
of the panel that had just been branded. In the first example, an X radio
graph of a Rubens panel in Munich shows a white letter A, indicating that
the impression of the mark had filled with ground (Sonnenburg and
Preusser 1979). In a similar example, a pair of hands from the Antwerp
brand shows up on an X radiograph of a panel in Copenhagen (Fig. 20).27

Panel marks existed a few years before 1617 (a panel with the
maker's monogram, RB, has been found dated 1612) (Wadum 1993),28 but
were not standardized and regulated until a guild rule was designed to that
effect the same year (Van Damme 1990). Twenty-two panel makers, as
well as their respective marks, were recorded in a list.29 The year 1617 has
tlll:n:fon: in the past been regarded as the terminus pUSI yuem in lhe

manufacture of panels with a maker's mark, and in gener;!l this still seems

to be the case today (Figs. 21, 22). Only three other panels show the same
grain and panel mark as the aforementioned panel dated to 1612, and all
originate from the same large tree. The planks have been separated only
by the panel maker's saw cut (Broos and Wadum 1993).JO As none of the
four panels show any sign of the Antwerp branding mark, one could
speculate that this panel maker was a joiner, rather than a registered panel

Figure 21, right

The Antwerp castle. one of the two hands,

and the personal mark of the panel maker.

Guillia.m Acrt"cn (GA in ligature), wc.rc

pardy hidden under a strip of canv.. reinforc

ing ajoin.

Figure 21. far right
The Antwerp branding mark and the personal

",a,1I. uf Lambledn Stc.u.s (LS in ligarure)

very thoughrfully left intact on the back of a

shaved and cradled pmel.
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~4

Fig"T~ 13
GUllham Gabron's personal mark (l;(j around

a floral motif) pressed into the ground

applied on the back of a pane!. from Ca. 1619.

Conservation Department, Roy.l P,cture

Gallery Mauricshuis, The Hague.

Ready-Made Grounds

maker. Joiners were not members of the guild of Saint Luke at this time
and, therefore, were not monitOred until 1617 by the IUlIrmeester (assay
master/inspectOr) who approved panels (Van Damme 1990).

Both the panel makers and the joiners received a new set of regu
lations in 1617, but the marking decree was, in fact, based on an already
existing practice." The panel maker GuiIliam Gabron was already using
his own mark in 1614, this mark being identical to the one we find in his
early period (Fig. 23).32 These exceptions only prove the rule: marking on :I

larger scale took place mainly after 1617.
Although ready-made panels were exported from Antwerp to

other countries (Duverger 1972; Fletcher 19!!4), the archives mention a
number of works by panel makers who were active in Holland during this

period. In 1607 Evert Gerritsz of Amsterdam charged the painter Gilles
van Coninxloo sixteen guilders for frames and panels. In Rotterdam in
1631 the panel and frame maker Comelis was owed money by an art
dealer, and in 1648 Dirck WilIems:z: received twenty-five guilders for frames
delivered to an art dealer (van Thiel and de Bruijn Kops 1995).

Because panels with ready-made grounds were available in the painters'
materials shops from the late sixteenTh Cl"ntllry onward. a short survey of
the way the ground is described in the guild regulations, manuscripts. and
painters' manuals is included here.

The application of the ground is a natural step after the panel's
production; even the back of some panels may still have their original

ground. This ground is generally of the same material as that used on the
front, and it is often covered by a single layer of brown and I or green pig
ment in an oily binding medium. There are even examples of an almost
black layer that is bound in thick glue. Hans van Haecht, who also oper'
ated as a dealer in pa~tings. had large quantities of ready-ground panels
available for his customers. From an inventory we know that he had eleven
gulden-sized, eighteen long eight-stuijvers-sized, and one large sixteen
stuijvers-sizeu pand gt:primlll:Tt (primed) on both sides ready in his shop
(Duverger 19R7)B

A perusal of the panel makers' rules from the end of 1617 makes
it clear that panel malters were taking over panel preparation as well. The
regulations state that no panel maker may allow a panel to leave his work
shop, or let it be grounded, before inspection by the dean (Van Damme
1990). Interestingly enough, the rule specifically stresses that a fine for
breaking this law would be imposed, regardless of whether the offender is
a man or a woman (tsij man oft VTollwe). Thus it is indicated that a woman,
in the case of her husband's death, could take charge of a panel maker's
workshop and fall subject to guild rules herself. It is also interesting to

consider that women may very well have been grounding the panels pro
duced in the workshops. This would be a fascinating piece of information
regarding the division of work within the social structure of Antwerp art
production, but to current knowledge, no women are titled as witters

(grounders) in the official guild records from the seventeenth century.
It is not completely clear exactly when panel makers in Antwerp

began making ready-to-paint-panels (Wadum 1993). However, when
Philips de Bout (d. 1625) was registered in the LiggCTClt (the archives of the
Antwerp guild of Saint Luke) in 1604, he was the first to have the title of
witter en lijstmaker (grounder and frame maker) (Rombouts and Van Lerius
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Fig." 14

Bal,;k uf iJ. l'iJm:llllal hi:f~ been glounded and

marked by the panel maker Melchior de 80 ut

(MB in ligature). His mark is found twice

iJI1Plt:S~t:U lutu the ground on the reverse:.

Ron~fantt:nmuseum. Maastricht.

1864-76; Rooses 1878).34 The availability of panels fully sized and grounded
would save time and labor for an artist's atelier, so that work on a painting
could start straightaway. Perhaps this is tht: rt:asun why there are only
three recipes in the de Mayerne manuscript (nos. 1. 2. and 4) that record
how to ground panels. but many recipes (nos. 6-20) that describe how to
ground canvases (Berger 1901:92-408). Canvases were also sold ready
made, although the practice was not common in this early period. On the
pregrounded panel, the artist could immediately apply the imprimatura, or
primuersel, a semitransparent colored insulation layer placed directly on the
ground before painting, in whatever tone desired.

What is believed to be the mark of Philips's son Melchior (d. 1658)

has been observed and recorded a number of times. In the year that he suc
ceeded his father (1625 or 1626). Melchior de Bout is referred to as a witter
elt peenelmaecker (a grounder and panel maker); in the same year his late
father is recorded only as a witter (Rombouts and Van Lerius 1864-76).

Panels bearing the MB monogram" have been recorded four times; the
mark is pl:lced close to a corner and pressed into a ground layer also present
on the back of the panels (Fig. 24).36 No Antwerp brands have been found
in conjunction with this monogram. These witters were the initiators of
this special professlOn of preparing panels for the artists' studios (van de
Wetering 1986). In 1627 Hans van Haecht (1557-1621) had six dozen
stooter-sized panels, as well as seventy-five panels of half that size, that
were ready-ground with primuur, several on both sides (Duverger 1987).

In 1643 Leander Hendricx Volmarijn from Rotterdam got permis
sion to sell paintings and painters' materials in a shop in Leiden. Permission
was granted since no such shop existed there at that time. This fact meant
that prior to this time, the painters had bought their panels directly from
the joiner and panel maker (van de Wetering 1986).

In the early years, tht: traditiun of gruumling pands appears tv

be par:lllel to the method llsed somh of the Alps.37 The colorp.d ground.
or imprimatura. originated in Italy and is described by both Filarete and
Vasari. 38 The Italian painter would make his preparatory drawings on top
of the insulating, nonabsorbing, colored ground.
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Figure ZJ

Jan Brueghel 'he Elder and studio of Pe,er

Paul Rubens, Nymphs Filling the Horn of Plenty,

ca. 1615. Detail. Oil on panel (single plank),

67.5 X 107 ern. Cons~rvationDepartment,

Royal ?icture Gallery Maurirshuis (inv. 234),

The Hague. The streaky, transparent

primu~rs.el is seen on an infr~red

rdleetogram.

In the llonh this practice changed during the sixteenth cemul·y.
The underdrawing would be made directly onto the thin white ground,

on top of which a translucent insulating layer, the primuersel, would be
placed. This primuersel would leave the drawing visible for further devel·
opment in the painting process. It is obvious, then, that the primuersel was
applied in the artist's studio, not by the witter.

Karel van Mander wrote in 1605 that his predecessors ground
~

their panels thicker than in his time and that afterward they planed or
scraped the surface as smooth as they could (Miedema 1973:256-57).
The technique of Hieronymus Bosch (ca. 1450-1516) is described by van
Mander as a method used by many other old masters: Bosch drew his
images on the white ground, placing over them a thin translucent, flesh·
colored primuersel that would allow the ground to playa role in the
finished painting. The fact that the old masters did indeed draw directly
on the ground, using a thin, flesh-colored layer in oil as an isolation layer,

has been duly confirmed by intensive studies on this subject (Federspiel
1985).39 It is this pigmented oil layer that van Mander named primuersel
(rig. 25) (Plesters 1983; Coremans and Thissen 1962; ::ionnenburg and
Preusser 1979).40

In 1610 de Mayerne gave advice on priming a panel. If one wants
to paint on wood, he wrote, it is the custom first to size with chalk. One
can mix a little honey in it in order to prevent cracking; but in de Mayerne's
opinion it is better not to size wood too much. Then one should apply a
good and strong ground (imprimeure) in oil, with a knife or horn spatula, in
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Conclusion

order to close the pores of the wood.· 1 An English manuscript from 1622

by Peacham describes a similar method (Talley 1981:61-71)."

In 1692 Wilhelm Beurs wrote that a ground should first be applied
to the panel with a weak glue mixed with chalk. After this, the panel
should be scraped again in order to make it even and plane, so that the
grain stays filled (van de Graaf 1958).

Th~ sam~ yt=ar that Beurs published his manual, the Englishman
Marshall Smith gave the recommendation to apply sa to eight layers
of whiting mixed with a strong size. After drying, the layer should be
smoothed "with a Joyners Palm, then water plain'd with a rag dipt in
water" (Talley 1981:375-96). l"inally, an unspecified priming is applied
before a layer of colored oil imprimatur. In France in 1757, Perteny
gave the advice to apply a layer of Handschuhleim (hide glue) on both
sides of the panels, on top of which the ground should be applied
(Arnold 1826:101).

The recipes are consistent with what um: aLlually s~~s un
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century northern European panels. In the
northern Netherlands, increasingly less ground was used, so that some
times only the holes between the more pronounced parts of the grain in
the oak panels were filled. This minimal grounding caused the grain of
panels painted in the seventeenth century to be partly visible through the
paint film (Gifford 1983). Also, the double ground is found to have been
applied to panels from the Gothic period well into the eighteenth century.

It is necessary to mention that caution must be exercised in draw
ing conclusions about artists practices from the analysis of the ground
layers on paintings dating from the end of the sixteenth century onward.
Indeed, the grounding-be it a single or a double ground layer and an oil,
a glue, or an emulsion ground-may very well show the characteristics of
what was in the pot of ground at the will~r's wurkshup. Th~n:rur~, nu
relation to the tradition of a painter's studio may he dedllced from a sample
of ground. The imprimatura, or primuersel, layer was often the first layer
applied by the artist on the already grounded panel; it, therefore, can be
considered to reflect a specific practice in the painter'S studio.

It becomes clear that, over the years, thick split panels for large altars
evolved into smaller panels for easel painting. This shift was caused by
social, religious, and economic changes. The manufacture of panels by the
panel makers also underwent a development: from rough surfaces with
primarily untreated backs to panels with backs that were either planed or,
in some cases, protected by an isolating layer to prevent warping. The evo
lution of different tOols, from ax to saw to plane, shows a progress In the
finishing of the painter's board that seems to decline toward the end of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This development occurs along with
a drop in the quality of the raw material, the wood; the presence of sap
wood and broader year rings clearly tell a story about a less-consistent
quality check and an apparent scarcity of dense oak.

Information garnered from treatises and manuscripts is consistent
with what can be detected from the analysis of the supports, and guild
rules emphasize the care and concern brought by the art-producing soci
ety to the inspection of its IIleIIlb~rs. This Lar~rul uversight partly dt=rived
from a syndicalistic concept, but it is c1t~ar that its purpose was also to
guarantee a purchaser works of art made of materials of high quality.
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In 1581 ehe paineers guild was founded in London; in 1595 ie was founded in Prague by Rudolf

II. III Leidell, however, it WClS- fuwuJc:u ...Ju::r 1641. In Haarlern the h'Uild of Saint Luk~ had be~n

in existence since 1497 (Miedema 1980).

See Miedema (1980:94) for ehe seructure of ehe guild in Haarlem; see Rombouts and Van

Lerius (1864-76:699[.) for the list of professions in the Antwerp Liggeren.

The size of the foot in sdeceed towns in Europe in the fifteeneh co the seventeenth century

(one d.lln Is ehe distance berween the rip of ehe thumb and the first joint):

Riga (IL dutms; I ell = 54.8 em)

Gdansk/KOnii:sberi: (12. duims; 1 ell = 57.4 em)

(35 Gdansk feet = 32 Rhindand feee)

Rhineland (l.l dUim.)

Rhindand timber fooe

Antwerp (11 duims; 1ell = 69.5 cm)

Brussels (11 dulms; I ell = 69.5 em)

Gent (II Parisian duims; 1 ell = 69.8 em)

Herenehals (10 duims; 1 ell = 68.6 em)

Li~ge (10 duims; 1 ell = 65.6 em)

Amsterdam (11 duims; 1 ell = 68.78 cm)

Copenhagen (12 duims: 1 ell = 62.8 em)

London (ll inches; 1 ell = 114 em)

Paris (12 duims; 1 ell = 111.9 cm)

1.1.41 em
28.69 cm

31.3H em

29.43 em

28.68 em

a.57 em

29.77 em
29.18 em
19.47 em

28.31 em

31.38 em

30.48 em

32.48 em

4 Here. Miedemas study, Kard van Manda: Dm irornit da rdel vry schildrr,colllt (J 973). has been

used. In chapcer 8. verse 3 (fol. 34v). van Mander writes. "Die ons a1 dienen om Landtsehap te

sticheen f Op vlas-waede f ofe Noorweeghsch 'hard' eycke plancken I (.;omc lwhich will serve

us in making a landscape on either canvas or on hard Norwegian oak planks]" (see Miedema

1973:2~5).

Dendrochronological dating of the twO panels in the Mauritshuis, by Dr. P. Klein in 1993. visu

abzed rillS statemene. Un a small panel painted by Han. Memling (inv. 595). measuring 30.1 x

22.3 em. 167 year rings were present on ies narrow edge. whereas a panel approximatdy ehrce

times larger, measuring 62.5 x 101.1 em, by Abraham Govaerts (inv. 45; signed and dated

1612) showed only 158 rings on irs short edge. Boeh oak planks came from the Balrie area; che

feUing dace, arche earli~st. of the former was 1474. of the latter 1608.

6 The Ge rman term Mondring. lieerally "moonring" in English. does not seem to have an

English equivalent when used in this COntext.

7 Long thin oak planks sawn out of the fulliengrh of the split pieces of timber.

8 On 9 November 1470 the rules of the guild of Saint Luke were further specified evan Oer

Seraelen 1855:13-14).

9 The dowels were inserted from ehe front. through the frame and into the panel. On the back,

the ends of the dowels were: split. and wedges wcre hammr..rr..d into rht"m in orne-r to prtvton[

movement of the dowels.

10 For the frontals of Norwegian altars, this was far from the case. As previously mentioned, ehe

planks wece not glued; also the back and frone of the tangentially split fir wood were nor on

t-nr,.d in rh,. ~~me tiittction This arnngement cau$~d :m inward 2nd Outw2 rd w:uping of the:

single planks, resulting in a wavy froneal surface.

11 Lindberg (1990) and Skins (1990) demonstraeed that ancienc glues. such as those recom

mended by Cennino Cennini. coneained from 4.5% to 8% animal fat. They srate that in

fiftt'.t'nrh.cf"nmry Italy. m~n\1f~cturers of ghJt! knew the different working properties: of fat

and lean glues and had ehe capability co eonrrol ehe fat coneene of eheir produces.
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12 Peter Paul Rubens, Portrait of Helma FOl<rm<llt, ca. 1635. Oil on panel, 98 x 76 em. Royal

Picture Gallery Mauritshuis (inv. 251), The Hague.

13 Courtesy of the archi~s of tbe Mauritshui. Conserv3tion Dep3rtment.

14 See chapter 17, "P:Ulels for 31t:lrs 3nd doors; and cheese glue:'

15 A drawknife is curved and sh:lrp on the inside of the blade; it hu two h3ndle.s '0 that it (:in be

drawn with both hands over the panel.

16 The hide was firSt to be soaked in water, then wrung out, and while damp laid on top of the

panels with cheese glue.

17 It is interesting to note that the parchment (ca. before 13(0) had some writing upon it.

App:uendy the p3rchment W;lS scra.p from the royQ.llihro.ry in Bergen. The panel tnaker or tbe

grounder must have been in possession of this scrap parchment for use in filling the uneven·

ness prior to grounding.

18 Cennino Cennini (ca. 1437) advised his fellow Italian painters to take some canvas or white·

threaded old linen cloth, soak nrip" of it in sizing, and spread it over the surface of the panel

or ancona. See chapter 114: "Come si de impannare in tavola [How to pm a cloth on a panel]:'

19 Vasari describes the method of applying canvas or linen to the panels before grounding and

painting them. In his description, the linen not only had the advantage of covering unevenness

and joints in the board but also offered Q good grip for the ground (Berger 1901:Z6).

20 A premuure conclusion regArding this ,hould be avoided before thorough rC:lIcarch hu been

employed, since later paintings on canvas wete glued onto panels-a conservarion measure

already practiced by the sevenreenth century.

21 This requirement was incorporated in a new set of rules received by the Antwerp guild of

Saint luke on 20 March 1<493 (Van Ocr Straclcn 185S'::lO-J.5).

22 Thu is compara.ble to the llddidon perpendicular to the grain on the Helena f'ourmc:nt por

trait in the Mauritshuis (see nn. lZ, 13).

23 On 2Z April 1626 the churchwardens of the Cathedral of Our lady agreed that the panel set

created for Rubens to paint for the high altar was too narrow. The panel maker Michiel Vrienr

wa:s therefore asked to glue another plank onto the existing panel. On t 1 May 162<; Vrient was

paid thirry·eight guilders for enlarging the panel, and a painter named Adriaen Schur was paid

to ground the panel. Drinking money was additionally given to four men who carried the

panel hack to the church. The arti"t', sole payment on 30 September 1626, hQwever. was the

gratirude of the churchwardens.

24 Informarion courtesy of chief conservator Martin Bijl, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, who is cur·

rently preparing an article on this topic. See also Verhoeff(1983).

25 These stipulations were incorporated in the regularions of 11 December 1617 for the joiners'

tude: (Van Damme 1990).

26 Abo nOte the frame maker Reynier ROOYAcrt (from Antwerp). who produced simple square

frames or "dozen frames" ("simpel viercame Iysten oft dosynwerck") and in 1637 became a

master of the kiJw,makersgild, (guild of cabinetmakers).

27 This information was kindly made available by conservator Mimi Bang. Statens Museum for

KUl13t. Copen.bagen.

28 The. panel ill quc::)tiuu is Almlllilull Guvacrt..s. FurC'SI View with Gypsies, 1612. Oil on panel (single:

plank), 62.5 x 106.2 em. Royal Picture Gallery Mauritshuis (inv. 45), The Hague. Signed and

dated: ·AGovaerrs· I ·16·1Z·.

29 The most important conrriburions on panel makers' marks, organized chronologically by pub·

licarion date, are as follows: A. Heppner (1940), G. GeptS (1954-00), H. von Sonnenburg and

F. Preusser (1979), B. Cardon (1987),J. Wadum (1990),J. Van Damme (1990), M. Schuster·

Gawlowska (199Z). and). Wadum (1993).
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30 The panels in question, all of which are single planks. are (I) Jan Brueghelthe Elder and stu

dio of Peter Paul Ruhen., Nymph. FiIIi"1l the "or" of Plmty (see Fig. H); ('-) H.ns Jordae'" tlI

(atlrib.), The Horalii Entering RDm', ca. 1615, oil on panel, 67 x 1105 em. Narional-museum

(inv. NM 6844), Slockholm; (3) Abraham Govaerts, Landscape with Figures, oil on panel,

';4 X 101 em, Klln!tf~mmillng~nder Universit;it. Gtittingen (inv. 39), signed: A.CQVAERTS.

31 Meetings conc~mine[he n!w rt.glJI2tinn~"1II;~lI!m 21r":ldy to h::we t:tk~n p1::lc~ hy rhe summer

of 1616. wheo the panel makers' deans and representatives from the guild of Saint Luke

met at the Robijn (the Ruby). An agreement was not, howevet, reached at this point. See

Rnme.' 1R7R:n-R~.

32 Th~ mark of G:lbrQn can be seen on the back of a pair of l:anc:Ucapes: painted by Abraham

Govaer!S: Woodlanascape with Huntsmen and Panoramic Landscape lvith Fishermen (1614). Both

are oil on panel. 3S.5 x 51 em. The Panoramic Landscape is signed: A. Govaerts 1614. Galerie

De jonclcheen!' (cat. 7; CE'u:yytS de Pin-yt Brut8JuolltJ~"e,nos. 29, 30). Paris. His device of inter

linking the two Gs in the monogram with a small four·leafed flower was already in use before

he regi.nered on the act of 1617, where he used only the rwo Gs. It bears mention rhat neither

of the twO GOV2eru panels has any sign of the cutle and h:lnds of the Antwerp brllnding

mark. Several panel makers used mote than one punch during their career. The author will

a!tempt to detetmine when the punches changed in a forthcoming article.

33 In 1757 Pemny advised applying a layer of Handschuhldm (hide glue) to both sides of rhe

panels. in order to prevent swelling of the wood. ~ soon :ilS the glue is dry, the side to be

painted is scraped, and both sides 5IIbsequently grounded, with a soft brush and a mixture

of chalk and glue. Two or three layers of ground are applied. The surface of the side to be

painted is evened with a damp sponge. Finally. :1 thin. even l;:a.yer of oil pOlint is brushed on.

Feneny refers to rhis layer as the isolating layer. It is srated that oil is normally mixed with

lead white, a bit of "Braunrot" (the precise meaning of this term is nor dear), and carbon

black, in order to obtain a reddish grOlY 100yet. A second layer of this ground is often applied

after the first one dries; this layer transforms the ground into a colored ground (an impri·

matura). The last srep is to smooth the final layer with a pumice or to scrape it wirh a knife.

P3nell prep3red in this wOly, Perteny concludes, have fQr morc value than canvase, and can fur·

thermore be used for small and derailed works.

34 The surname de Bout can be found in Other versions: de BOn!, de Baut. and Debbout. No

panels with the monogram of Philips de Bout (POB). as recorded in 1617, have been found

up to the present. Other witt'cr' besides de Bout lived in Antwerp during this period: one

of his neighbors in St. Antonisstrate, ,\driaen van Lokeren, was also a willer, and a lillIe

farther away, in Hoplant, lived Frederick de Bout. another willer from the de Bout family.

(A Frederieh de Bout i:J mentioned in 1S8 1 as a maner violin maker) (Rombouts mnd Vl:1n

Letius 1864-76).

3S The B is written in reVeISe 00 the inside of the right leg of the M.,
36 The four panels are as follows: Sebastian SlOsskopf (lS9i-1657), A 8<lwl of Fruits, oil on panel,

26 X 34,3 em, Galerie Leegenhoek, Paris; Wouter Gijsaerts (1649-74), Fruirs, oil on panel, ca.

30 x 25 em, Kunsthand.cl Xaver Scheidwimmer. Munich; a pair of pcndanu by Pcctcr Gy~e13:

A Marlta, oil on panel, 40.3 X S2.Z em, and A Mar"et in a ToWII, oil on panel, 40.4 x 52.1 em.

On the second of the pair, rhe monogram of M. Bout has been pressed into the ground of the

back twice:. The pair of pendants ls in the Donnefantemuseum (iny. 526, 525 [RBK-NK.1790,

1863)), Maastricht.

37 At this stage it is wefuilO make a short excursion to the southern European coumries in

order to evaluate their method of applying the ground. Cennino Cennini (ca. 1437) (see

Lindberg 1989) dC.5cribc:.s how to stirt work on a pllnel by fir:n ,"ovednJS ur filliuK hules, lulUUi,

nails, etc., with caution. so as not to smoorh the surface too much. Next the panel is sized

with a glue made from rhe clippings of sheep parchments. Two or thtee coats of glue are rec·

onlmcndcd; the fint CO<ilt u thin itl unler LO gin: Ute:: wuuu an "appetizer," Then the g('sso

grosso and the gesso 'Otil, would be applied succeSSively and. finally, made completely smooth

(chap. 113).

38 Antonio Filarete (ca. 1400-1469). rells us that the colored imprimatura is applied io an opaque

layer. First, the p~nc:1 is made smooth, and then a laye::r uf siz~ is llpplic:d. Following thb, ill li1lyer

of paint ground in oil is applied. (The obvious color choice is lead white. but another color

would also be acceptable.) Finally, the drawing is made on top (Berger 1901:6-9). Vasari (Berger
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1901:27) says the m~stica should first be mixed to an even color out of drying pigments such as

lead white. naples yellow, or terra da C4mpag=. When the ready.sized panel is dry. the mixture

is applied to the entire panel surface with the palm of the hand. Vasari claims that this layer is

called the imprimatura by many: Another earlier Italian recipe by Armenini uses this practice of

mixing different pigment's with a varnish or oil, in order to make a necess:ary color base for the

other colors to be applied during the painting process. See van de Graaf (1958:22).

39 This extensive srudy is devoted ro an explanation of creating a spatial illusion through the use

of a primuersel, the thin colored isolation layer between the ground and the paint layer.

40 This primuersel is noted by some to have been applied in an aqueous medium. but no particu·

lar" of the testing methods are given.

41 Dc Maycrne doe:t: in fact stAte here that the grounding ()f wood does not have to be done

exclusively with chalk and glue·wuer-a weak glue and a strong oil ground on top will suffice

as well. However. earlier in his manuscript the contrary is stated: fim, he advises the applica.

tion of a ground of chalk with glue. with glue in two pots of water. When the glue is diluted.

enough chalk is added to give the mixtu re a good consistency; the mixture is then applied

smoothly and evenly with a knife. After this procedure, cerise and umber ground in oil are

applied, and the: pa-neI is left to dry. Later in his manual, he: rc:comrnend~ first priming the.

panel with calf- or goat-skin glue mixed with chalk. \Vh en dry, the primer should be scraped

and planed with a knife and finally given a thin layer of lead white and umbe r. He adds that

n.w umber spoib [he colors. "ugge.sting in.nead Ilraunrot yellow or red ochre, lead white, and

carbon black (de Mayerne, in fact. got this recipe from Abraham Latombe in Amsterdam). He

later concludes that the ideal ground consists of lead white and a couch of ochre, red lead, or

llBother color.

42 Filst dle pllild is planed quite. evenly. and then three layers of ground (with glue) arc applied.

The last layer should be scraped with a knife in order to create a smooth surface, to which a

final layer of colored priming. con.aining red lead or some other color. can be applied. After

uli:s :$1.t:p the umlt:nlrawing hi IuaUc:.
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